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Abstract—The design and operation of modern IT-based
systems especially cyber-physical systems (CPS), need model-
based approaches due to their complexity. However, the limited
faithfulness of pure analytic models with speculative layouts
prohibits their use in complex systems. Complexity necessitates
empirical system identification from observations.

Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is a main approach to
observation-based system identification. EDA combines visual
methods and summary statistics for initial data analysis. In
traditional EDA, there is a gap between the thinking of the expert
and the logic of the analysis method.

In general, everyday and engineering thinking use a qualitative
approach. Qualitative abstraction represents the system with a
discrete model of the granularity of individual operation domains.
This way, qualitative models avoid the complexity problems by
identifying and focusing on the most important features observed.

Qualitative modeling is a gradual, iterative process extracting
more and more abstract details of the observations. As the
individual model fragments merge into the evolving system
model, each step needs validation and verification (V&V). The
use of a discrete formalism supports V&V by logic reasoning.

The paper presents a prototype implementation covering data
profiling, continuous-qualitative abstraction, and Answer Set
Programming (ASP) for logic reasoning.

Index Terms—empirical system identification, qualitative mod-
eling, model validation and verification

I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of system identification is to extract a faithful
model from observations (Fig.1) to support model-based sys-
tem design and management. The proposed extraction work-
flow includes the main characteristics of the pure analytic
models (mathematical precision), exploratory data analysis
(iterative process), and qualitative reasoning (engineering
thinking for model interpretation) aspects.

The uniform representation of the models will be the em-
bedding frame of digital twins (DT). DTs bridge the physical
and cyber world by a model of the system. They are the core
of complex CPS design and supervisory control.

The system identification workflow leading to a DT is
divided into five steps, namely: 1) engineering modeling
(merging the available design information on the system under
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Fig. 1: System identification workflow

evaluation); 2) data preparation (resulting in an analysis
ready form of observations); 3) data interpretation (the core
activity of EDA delivering mathematical model fragments);
4) model construction (composing the fragments into the
evolving DT); 5) finally, reasoning (V&V, estimating and
checking the impact of the individual steps of model building).

Understanding the data requires a hierarchical refinement
(drill-down) to examine a sub-phenomenon or subsystem in
details. Therefore, the workflow may include several adaptive
iterations, where the results of the previous steps guide the
analysis and model building progresses.

The proposed workflow supports modeling by a unified
(qualitative) representation of the mathematical and engineer-
ing models. All the models originating potentially in different
paradigms can be mapped to the common language of math-
ematical logic and this merged model defines the boundaries
of the solution space.

II. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

A. Engineering modeling and data preparation

Strategy design requires the definition of the engineering
objectives including analysis and measurement requirements,
and the collection of background models about the system
under evaluation. This step also includes the collection of the
observations of measurements (benchmarking campaigns).

The purpose of the data preparation step is to get an
analysis-ready dataset. Data cleansing decides upon the mit-
igation actions related to missing or ill-formed data. Further-
more, data validation (e.g., semantic constraints) ensures the
proper data quality for further analysis.
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B. Data interpretation
The main goal of data interpretation is information (model)

extraction from the data expressing generalizable knowledge
about the target system.

As observations originate in the compound of the system
under evaluation, the instrumentation, and workload, EDA
should cover the soundness of the entire campaign as well.

Modern data analysis frameworks facilitate the preliminary
data analysis by means of automated data profiling, a general-
purpose pre-stored workflow. Data profiling performs the most
typical application-independent statistical analysis tasks over
the target dataset. The automated data profiling guides the
EDA by highlighting the particular phenomena and generating
a warning on unusual statistical characteristics to raise the
expert’s attention.

Data profiling derives the overall characteristics of the
dataset. The most important measures cover:

• missing values (the engineering interpretation of missing
values is crucial in understanding the behavior from the
observations),

• quantile statistics (allows a non-parametric analysing the
ranges and distribution of the data);

• descriptive statistics (measures the asymmetry of the
distribution of the variables (e.g., skewness), an important
metric in benchmark analysis and a critical metric in real-
time systems analysis);

• interactions (pairwise visual exploration of the continu-
ous variables, allows checking the relation of the variables
separately)

• correlation analysis (supporting feature selection and
causality analysis over continuous, ordinal and categori-
cal variables).

The detailed analysis focuses on several peculiarities that
were highlighted by the profiling analysis.

C. Model construction
The previous steps are easy to use for domain experts to

pre-process and understand the data. However, there is still a
gap between the thinking of the expert and the logic of the
analysis method, in general, everyday and engineering thinking
use a qualitative approach.

Qualitative thinking is near to common sense engineering
thinking (e.g., a system manager typically reasons like if
the amount of free memory is low, then the throughput is
low). Usually, the exact values of variables during analysis
is irrelevant to explore the operational principle in the system.
This way, our proposed method uses qualitative models [1]–
[4]. Modern IT-based system are designed to be scalable, but
their fundamental functioning depends less of the resources
allocated (dimensioning).

Hybrid modeling (Fig. 2) takes the advantages of both
the qualitative and continuous models. It characterizes
dimensioning-independent operational ranges with discrete
values and scales the qualitative ranges by choosing their
boundaries. The approach allows integrating all available
knowledge into a single uniform model.

Fig. 2: Hybrid modeling

This discrete model aggregates the individual subspaces
corresponding to qualitatively different modes of operation
into a single abstract qualitative state (on observations, this
corresponds to assigning a single element to an entire cluster).
The engineering reason behind the hybrid modeling technique
is that elements inside of a domain corresponding to a homo-
geneous operation regime expose similar behavior, which can
be modeled as identical ones and map into a single state.

Creating a hybrid model as part of the system identification
process necessitates the clustering of the data into domains
(operational regimes), which show qualitatively identical be-
havior of the system. This task, referred to as discretization,
can be performed by an expert manually (by visualization tech-
niques) or by automated means (by algorithmic clustering).

D. Iterative reasoning

The reasoning step of the process allows the exploration and
analysis of relationships in the data. The iterative consistency
checking tests that the concluded information is still consistent
with the extracted and the original models. For instance, if
by correlation analysis a ∼ b and b ∼ c in the qualitative
model preserving proportionality, aq ∼q cq should be valid
for the proportionality of their qualitative counterparts. This
way systematically accessing the implications of a new model
fragment can enrich the model or generate criteria for V&V.

Such reasoning can reveal hidden relations. The engineering
interpretation of the concluded information helps the un-
derstanding of the models. The iterative reasoning (Fig. 3)
supports the continuous refinement of the system model. The
initial background knowledge covers formalized requirements,
constraints, and it can represent the hierarchical structure of
the system, observations and other engineering models.

We propose Answer Set Programming (ASP) [5], [6] for
universal modeling language for all the qualitative models and
reasoning. As ASP provides a knowledge representation and
logic reasoning framework [4], it allows the representation of
both the engineering and mathematical models.
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Fig. 3: Iterative reasoning process

Technically, ASP is a modularizable Prolog-like language
with stable model semantics [7]. Modularization facilitates
to create the different sub-models in a well-structured way.
The observation, background knowledge, and queries can be
stored in different ASP modules. The analyst can include these
modules separately for reasoning about the model fragments.

III. PROOF OF CONCEPT FRAMEWORK

We created a proof of concept in the form of Jupyter
Notebooks [8] [9]. The objective was the support of education
and the conceptual validation of the qualitative approach by
pilot examples. This framework presents an example for sys-
tem identification process for educational and demonstrational
purposes and serves as a blueprint for similar tasks.

The modern notebook data technology for modeling has
important advantages in empirical systems engineering. For
instance, every measurement campaign should be validated
from a metrological point of view. This includes expert-driven
processes that require a proper documentation (e.g., executed
steps, tools, evaluation of the results) for reproducibility.

Notebook technology is the most common general-purpose
data analysis tool that implements literate programming [10],
a solution to support expert analysis activities through a
self-documenting and reproducible process. In particular, it
supports the evaluation of the results, the preparation of the
documentation, and the traceability of the flow of adaptive
model refinement process in empirical systems engineering.

The majority of open-source packages were evaluated dur-
ing the notebook composition process and those were included
which fit best to empirical system identification [11].

The notebooks cover the following topics:
1) Preliminary analysis with data profiling [12]: The first

notebook executes the data profiling analysis highlighting
the analysis of missing data, basic variable statistics, and
correlation analysis. The profiling step triggers warning
messages to highlight specific phenomena in the dataset.

2) Detailed EDA [13]: The second notebook focuses on
the drill-down by analyzing the data using interactive
visualization and checks for rare events. Special attention
was paid to rare events and outlier detection fundamental
in critical system design.

3) Aggregated analysis [14]: The third notebook uses the
previously estimated operational ranges (qualitative data)
for data aggregation, feature selection, and transition
graph construction.

4) Integration of ASP: The notebook about the integration
of ASP presents the discrete qualitative model and rea-
soning over it. This notebook represents the examples on
the aggregated data.

While this series of notebooks covers the fundamental steps
of qualitative model identification and analysis its open struc-
ture facilitates the inclusion of other problem specific methods
as well. For instance, an other demo notebook examines
xAI (eXplainable AI) metrics with the DALEX [15] model
explanation and exploration tool, while another one the IBM
AIX360 [16] model examination tool [17].

IV. FUTURE WORK

The PoC implementation targeted only the evaluation and
selection of the core algorithms in order to get a sense of
the effectiveness of the approach. The approach is feasible
as an end-to-end solution for the empirical identification of
qualitative models. However, several limitations have to be
resolved before applying them to large-scale real-life projects
due to the nature of PoC. As embedded automation for sub-
task is a productivity booster in the analysis workflow, further
intelligent (sub)algorithms will be integrated to increase the
efficiency. Assurance of computational scalability needs proper
big data ready data storage and management. The rest of
the section summarizes the algorithmic challenges needed for
practical usefulness.

Engineering modeling Currently, a completely unfolded
ASP program represents all the models. However, efficient
data management (like ontologies and knowledge graphs) is
needed for knowledge representation related to complex mod-
els. The efficient handling of many-dimensional big data is not
yet explored in full detail. However, there are some packages
(DASK [18]) that promise more efficient data handling in
notebook environments.

Data preparation The management of missing data differs
in the business and engineering context. While, in business
data omission or imputation provide a phenomenological
solution; engineering modeling needs root-cause analysis to
identify measurement errors or omission failures in the system.

Model extraction Identifying a state machine’s highly
sequential behavior from the discretized observations is a
special branch in system identification. Process mining (PM)
approaches [19]–[21] implement dedicated algorithms to ex-
tract compact models from event logs. The current notebooks
illustrate the potential with a mockup-styled implementation
of the functionality.

Black box models The integration of eXplainable AI (xAI)
techniques aim at the evaluation of ML models embedded
in a system. At the same time, the qualitative counterparts
of the explanatory metrics can be included into a qualitative
model. E.g., model explanations in xAI [15], [22], [23] allow
the evaluation of variable importance and sensitivity analysis.
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Temporal expressions The common ways to describe se-
quential behavior and requirements, ASP can be extended to
solve temporal programs through an extension (Telingo [24]).
Further research is required to explore how the increased
expression power can facilitate the model and consistency
checking for the exploration workflow which is confined
currently to a few steps only.

Causal inference Exploitation of causal relations has a
huge potential to improve the efficiency of the EDA. Causal
inference is a type of inductive reasoning. Causal inference
draws a conclusion about a causal connection based on the
conditions of the occurrence of an effect. This way, inductive
reasoning should be explored in the future.

Inductive learning Inductive learning of ASP (ILASP)
[25], [26] is a machine learning paradigm for learning ASP
programs from examples. This approach promises further
automation of model extraction. [27] explored some aspect
of the causal exploration and the inductive ASP learning
environment, but this is still a promising future work.

Rough Set Theory RST [28], [29] is a mathematical
paradigm to manage noisy and uncertain data. This way, it is a
natural candidate for managing measurement data in a discrete
form. RST provides a formal approximation of a set in the
form of sets that define the lower and the upper approximation
of the original set. Potentially, RST can be used for model
approximation in such problems where the impacts of over
and under approximations are asymmetrical like in risk and
safety analysis or the validation of a requirement does not
require an exact match of the model.

Back annotation The reasoning process’s total integration
into the analysis environment and the reasoning capabilities
are highly promising, but their tight integration requires future
work. On the one hand, the current integration leaves the
evaluation of the results to the expert. On the other hand,
a stepwise fine granular integration promises proper guidance
for the data exploration process.

Technical difficulties Exploratory data analysis in a note-
book environment uses many external packages. The mainte-
nance of open-source packages is also a non-trivial problem.
There are solutions for organizing and maintaining notebook
projects (e.g., Cookiecutter [30]), but the exploration of these
tools and techniques require further research.

V. SUMMARY

The paper introduced a proof of concept framework in
the form of notebooks for the proposed empirical system
identification workflow and presented the potential future work
in many possible directions.

The PoC implementation proved its usefulness at courses at
the University of Florence and BME as teaching material and
a blueprint for the students’ individual work.
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